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Against “Democratizing AI” 
 

Johannes Himmelreich, Syracuse University 

This paper argues against the call to democratize artificial intelligence (AI). Several 
authors demand to reap purported benefits that rest in direct and broad participa-
tion: In the governance of  AI, more people should be more involved in more de-
cisions about AI—from development and design to deployment. This paper op-
poses this call. The paper presents five objections against broadening and deepen-
ing public participation in the governance of  AI. The paper begins by reviewing 
the literature and carving out a set of  claims that are associated with the call to 
“democratize AI”. It then argues that such a democratization of  AI (1) rests on 
weak grounds because it does not answer to a demand of  legitimization, (2) is re-
dundant in that it overlaps with existing governance structures, (3) is resource in-
tensive, which leads to injustices, (4) is morally myopic and thereby creates popular 
oversights and moral problems of  its own, and finally, (5) is neither theoretically 
nor practically the right kind of  response to the injustices that animate the call. The 
paper concludes by suggesting that AI should be democratized not by broadening 
and deepening participation but by increasing the democratic quality of  the admin-
istrative and executive elements of  collective decision making. In a slogan: The 
question is not so much whether AI should be democratized but how. 
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tion; Public Administration. 

1. Introduction 
Anyone who values democracy likely welcomes the call to democratize the governance of  artificial 
intelligence (AI). While the idea to democratize technology is by no means novel (Sclove 1995), this 
call to “democratize AI” could recently be heard and seen in various venues—from Wired magazine, 
to the Boston Review, to academic journals (e.g. Rahwan 2018; Gould 2019; Wong 2020; Zimmermann, 
Di Rosa, and Kim 2020; Cammaerts and Mansell 2020). There is a lot at stake. The issues range from 
performance standards for autonomous vehicles, equity standards for facial recognition, to decisions 
which research avenues companies should pursue, which datasets they may use in training and testing 
AI models, and which AI technologies public and private organizations should deploy. The call to 
democratize AI often responds to existing injustices of  AI in hiring, criminal justice, policing, educa-
tion, or social service administration. The call is hence animated by concerns of  fairness, freedom, 
and equality.1  

 
1 These three ideas—fairness, freedom and equality—mean different things. By “freedom” I understand the capacity to 
see one’s will carried out and, more generally, a robust congruence between one’s actions and the conditions of  one’s life 
on the one hand and the authentic expression of  one’s values on the other. By “equality” I understand, first, the tenet that 
each individual has the same moral worth and, second, that this tenet finds its expression in how individuals relate to each 
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In short, the call to democratize AI sounds attractive. The animating concerns are important, a lot is 
at stake, and—more generally—it is just good to democratize collective practices. But although the 
call to democratize AI sounds attractive, I argue that what this call demands is not persuasive upon 
reflection. In this paper, I describe five objections against the demand to democratize AI.  
 
The upshot of  this paper may sound anti-democratic. It is not. I take myself  to be playing for the 
same team as those who demand to democratize AI—team democracy. I am worried about our game 
plan. The demand to democratize AI seems to be driven by understanding “democracy” as “rule by 
the people.” Or at least, the demand emphasizes the value and importance of  broad and inclusive 
participation. Moreover, the demand is abstract. It concentrates on the whether of  participation not on 
the how. This abstract emphasis could be a fatal mistake. We see that authoritarian figures misappro-
priate the idea of  democracy to advance their kleptocratic or nationalist mission. These authoritarian 
figures not only co-opt the name “democracy”, they also weaponize the idea’s substance (Mayer 2001).2 
With the gesture and solicitude of  a tribune, authoritarians, claiming to be at one with the masses, take 
the “rule by the people” element of  democracy to turn democracy against itself. Our times therefore 
require that democratic theorists identify the pitfalls and limits of  participation. To clarify these limits 
is to defend democracy—both the ideal and the practice. This paper is part of  this effort. 
 
I hope that this paper does its part in changing the game plan of  team democracy. At least when it 
comes to the governance of  AI, we might be looking to increase democracy in the wrong places (the 
value of  participation; defending the democratic ideal) and we, thereby—perhaps—, even misconstrue 
what democracy ought to look like.3 This paper, in its conclusion, offers an outlook to counterbalance 
the emphasis on participation: It is important to improve the democratic quality of  the bureaucracy, 
that is, of  the administrative and executive components of  our collective decision-making. Democra-
tizing the administrative state—although not necessarily furthering participation—allows to overcome 
existing and future injustices—not only of  AI. 
 
I start with the question: What is meant exactly with admonishments that “AI is political” or demands 
that “AI needs to be democratized”? Such resounding calls for democracy are often shrouded in an 
aura of  radicalism. They articulate a defect of  the status quo and voice a call for change. But what 
exactly ought this change to be? The first task in this paper will be to carve out a set of  claims from 
the slogan that “AI should be governed democratically”. I review existing arguments and contributions 
to the recent literature to develop such a set of  claims. The central demand is that, to address issues 
of  injustice in AI, novel institutional avenues of  legislative participation should be established. These 
avenues should employ direct individual participation from a broad and inclusive constituency and 

 
other—that they relate to each other as equals. By “fairness” I mean an impartial appraisal of  the reasons that each indi-
vidual could offer on matters of  common concern.  
2 Be there no doubt: Those who emphasize the participatory and populist elements of  democracy are in no way to blame 
or even complicit in this authoritarian misappropriation. 
3 I argue for this latter claim elsewhere: Proposals, which nominally aim to improve democracy, often hollow out its values 
(Himmelreich 2022). 
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exert binding practical authority over both the coarse-grained regulatory domain as well as over fine-
grained decisions concerning the development and deployment of  AI. It is towards this demand, this 
set of  claims, against which I then formulate five objections.  

2. “Democratizing AI” 
“Artificial Intelligence”, or “AI”, here refers to a set of  machine learning (ML) techniques and the 
software features that are built with these techniques. The kinds of  things that AI can do are vast. AI 
can be used to estimate traffic patterns, house prices, or crime rates. AI is already being used to identify 
students at the risk of  suicide, unemployment insurance claims that are fraudulent, or harmful digital 
content. AI is particularly good at recognizing objects in images, matching faces to persons, or gener-
ating music or text. Among the somewhat catchy examples, AI has been used to pen opening lines for 
flirts on Tinder, defeat world champions in games such as Go and StarCraft II, or compose a Nirvana 
song.  
 
Several authors demand that AI should be governed democratically. A classic early statement of  the 
more general idea that technology should be democratized is already found in Sclove (1995). He gives 
his “basic argument” with the following syllogism.  

(1) citizens ought to be empowered to participate in their society’s basic circum-
stances and (2) technologies profoundly affect and partly constitute those cir-
cumstances, it follows that (3) technological design and practices should be de-
mocratized. (Sclove 1995, ix) 

More recently, similar demands have been made for algorithms,4 AI, and big data research more spe-
cifically (e.g. Rahwan 2018; Gould 2019; Wong 2020; Zimmermann, Di Rosa, and Kim 2020; 
Cammaerts and Mansell 2020).5 In what follows, I review some of  these demands and arguments in 
order to distill out how the idea to “democratize AI” should be understood.  
 
One ambiguity of  the call to “democratize AI” should be clarified upfront. The demand is, broadly, 
that AI should be subject to novel or different forms of  democratic governance. In contrast, “democ-
ratize AI” may instead refer to the demand that AI be made widely available or useable or that indi-
viduals should be empowered to develop or use AI. Training data should be accessible, AI technologies 
should be affordable, and their use should be encouraged. But “availability of  technology” or “em-
powerment of  individuals”, although a common sense of  “democratization”, is not the sense of  “de-
mocratization” with which this paper is concerned. The subject here is instead the organizational form 
and the mode of  governance over how AI is developed and used. 
 
Zimmermann, Di Rose and Kim (2020) formulate a call to democratize AI in a recent piece in the 
Boston Review. Their animating concerns are “algorithmic injustice”, “algorithmic fairness” and 

 
4 Strictly speaking, algorithms are abstract objects, like theorems and arithmetic operations. It is not obvious how this vast 
class of  abstract objects—and not just their implementations—are supposed to give rise to ethical problems. 
5 A related set of  claims is defended for the practice of  scientific research across the board by Kitcher (2011). 
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“algorithmic bias”. They survey examples, such as the use of  AI in recidivism risk-scoring—in which 
the average African-American is twice as likely to be disadvantageously misclassified as the average 
white American (Angwin et al. 2016)— and they arrive at the following main claims. They speak of  
“weak AI”, by which they mean what is meant with just “AI” in this paper.  

[T]he responsible development and deployment of  weak AI will involve not just 
developers and designers, but the public at large. […] 

[D]eveloping and deploying weak AI involves making consequential choices —
choices that demand greater democratic oversight not just from AI developers and 
designers, but from all members of  society. […] 

Broaching questions of  algorithmic justice via the democratic process would 
give members of  communities most impacted by algorithmic bias more direct dem-
ocratic power over crucial decisions concerning weak AI—not merely after its de-
ployment, but also at the design stage. (Zimmermann, Di Rosa, and Kim 2020 my 
emphasis) 

Several aspects of  these claims are noteworthy.  
 
First, there is the aspect of  what should be governed: Not only the deployment of  AI—whether your 
local police department uses facial recognition—but also its development and design. This this includes 
questions such as whether specific facial recognition systems should be developed at all, if  so, what 
data should be used in their development, and which specific model configuration and training tech-
niques should be employed. The domain of  democratization includes hence not only regulation but 
also individual decisions about development, design and deployment of  AI. 
 
Second, the claims articulate an aspiration about who should do the governing: “all members of  soci-
ety”. Of  course, this raises what is known as the democratic boundary problem (Miller 2009)—who 
exactly is meant with “all members”? This problem is particularly pressing since AI is global. As typical 
for software and the digital economy generally, AI, data or access to APIs can easily be transferred 
and marketed across the globe. The society that lives under AI is the global society.  
 
Third, there is the aspect of  how AI should be democratized: The authors call for increased or novel 
direct democratic powers.6 They first demand more democratic “oversight”. Because there is little 
point in demanding what is already the case, this claim pragmatically conveys a demand for something 

 
6 Because of  this condition to increase or introduce direct democratic powers, the so-called Moral Machine experiment is 
not a form of  democratizing AI. Some proponents of  such surveys—and they are usually just surveys and not experiments—
argue that public attitudes about ethics and technology must be studied, identified, and articulated to be “cognizant of  
public morality” (Awad et al. 2018). The idea is that the hence elicited public attitudes are to limit policymaking, because, 
otherwise, “societal push-back will drastically slow down the adoption of  intelligent machines” (Awad et al. 2020). This 
approach is flawed (Jaques 2019; Himmelreich 2020). The overall idea contrasts with the call to “democratize AI” because 
it 1) aims mainly to inform and 2) sees individuals as subjects in an investigation. By contrast, the demand to democratize 
AI seeks to empower individuals, to endow marginalized groups with novel ways to make their voices heard (although in 
the wrong way as I argue here), and to give citizens greater direct influence—collective power—over decisions. 
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novel. The authors contend that this need not involve “entirely new democratic institutions and pro-
cedures” (Zimmermann, Di Rosa, and Kim 2020)—but obviously we need to go beyond whatever 
oversight we currently have. An example of  an existing oversight institution might be Facebook’s 
global Oversight Board (albeit whether this institution is democratic is another matter). Another ex-
isting oversight institution might be citizen review boards of  local police departments (albeit whether 
these boards have sufficient power is doubtful). These examples show already that mere oversight is 
too often inefficacious. Thus, even where it doesn’t involve new institutions, democratic oversight 
must have new powers to intervene, veto, or act. It therefore makes sense for the authors to arrive at 
the claim later in their piece that there should be “more direct democratic power”.  
 
Although he is writing in an earlier era of  technology, Sclove (1995) is sympathetic to these three 
claims. He proposes increased “worker participation in corporate RD&D [research development and 
design]”, “citizen oversight or participation in large corporations’ technology development efforts” 
(Sclove 1995, 209), so as to “[allow] communities, groups, and citizens—including those today least 
empowered—to help directly initiate some RD&D programs and design technologies responsive to 
their needs.” (Sclove 1995, 207). The what, who, and how of  democratization seem almost identical here. 
 
In sum, the demand to democratize AI consists of  up to three claims. First, AI should be governed by 
reformed existing or novel institutions. These institutions should have greater—even if  still limited—
practical authority, that is, greater decision-making power. Second, these institutions should operate 
on direct participation by individuals. Third, the polity of  these institutions is conceived as being very 
broad and highly inclusive. This aspiration is translated into the claim that democratizing AI should 
involve “all members of  society”.  
 
Other proposals in the literature make similar claims. Some of  the proposals may make the claims, or 
at least some of  them, even more forcefully.  One proposal is that AI should be governed by councils. 
This proposal is inspired by the organizational form of  governance in ancient Athens (Carugati 2020; 
McQuillan 2018). Like the Athenian ekklesia, “[p]eople’s councils are bottom-up, confederated structures that 
act as direct democratic assemblies.” The details on how these councils would operate are somewhat 
opaque. But aspirations about how they should function are stated upfront. Councils are purported to 
“restore collective subjectivity and agency” so that “machine learning can be ethically reclaimed” 
(McQuillan 2018, 6–7). More specifically, councils are purported to increase transparency about how 
AI is used, they are said to prevent that AI is used for nefarious purposes; and they promise to legiti-
mize difficult trade-offs between competing statistical definitions of  “fairness”. Overall, these councils 
will help address issues of  justice, since “ethical problems raised by machine learning are primarily 
issues of  justice” (ibid.). In other words, a democratization of  AI through councils—governance by 
direct democratic assemblies—is instrumental for attaining justice, or such is the hope. 
 
Another proposal has it that a democratization of  AI would not be instrumental for, but constitutive 
of  justice. Sloane et al. (2020) argue to deepen the participation in technology design. Currently, tech-
nology design has participation that is mostly superficially: Individuals participate as workers—if  they 
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produce or provide data—or as consultants. As workers or consultants, individuals are “stakeholders” 
in an “episodic, short-term” fashion. Proper participation, what Sloane et al. call “participation as 
justice”, is instead an “ongoing [relationship] based on mutual benefit, reciprocity, equity and justice.” 
Examples of  such participation are resident associations—an instance of  local self-governance. On 
this proposal, the governance of  AI broadly should take inspiration from such associations and be 
organized around participation that is deeper, that is, more direct, more active, and more powerful. 
 
A final proposal concerns data trusts (S. Mills 2019). A data trust pools data of  its members and makes 
these data selectively available, for example, to social media companies or developers of  AI products. 
Such a data trust “resembles a data cooperative or a data union” and “negotiates access to the pooled 
data” in a way that “can be democratically coordinated with members.” The data trust proposal, again, 
advocates to democratize AI.7 The governance mode of  data trusts resembles that of  tenants’ associ-
ations. The picture of  democracy that is invoked, again, emphasizes broad and direct participation, 
modelled after small group deliberation. 
 
To structure these ideas: These proposals each take up two questions: what should be democratized 
and how should it be democratized. The first issue—the what question—is the question about the 
domain of  democratizing AI, whereas the second issue—the how question (and, derivatively, the who 
question)—can be called a question about the organizational form. 
 
On these two questions, the proposals surveyed above give answers that are often heterogeneous and 
sometime vague. Although I understand the call to “democratize AI”, on the how question, as a call 
for direct participation, some of  these proposals above—especially the proposal on data trusts—may 
be most effective when organized using representative participation instead. Insofar as there are gen-
eral trends in the literature surveyed above, the following ideas can plausibly be discerned.  
 
On the organizational form, the how question, all the proposals surveyed above seem to subscribe to 
the three claims of  democratizing AI. They contend that democratizing AI requires or consists in: (1) 
novel (legislative) institutions or avenues with (2) practical authority that is rooted in (3) direct individ-
ual and broad participation. To be clear, the demand is, effectively, not just to reform existing demo-
cratic institutions but to establish new ones. That these new institutions have practical authority means 
that they can make decisions that others will have to abide by. Finally, the proposals often signal at 
least a preference for direct participation taking, for example, Athenian direct democracy as their guid-
ing inspiration. 
 
On the domain of  democratization—the what question—the call to “democratize AI” includes both 
coarse-grained issues of  regulation as well fine-grained issues of  concrete decisions. Issues of  regula-
tion include standards of  performance, such as accuracy standards for facial recognition used by the 
police. Moreover, issues of  regulation include norms of  practice. One example for such norms of  

 
7 This proposal by Mills (2019) can be distinguished into a proposal about organizational function (the data trust) and a 
proposal about the trust’s mode of  governance (deeper participation). My argument is only about the latter. 
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practice is the US fair credit reporting act, which defines, roughly, a standard of  fairness for credit 
scores, namely, that fairness consists in not using certain information about protected characteristics.  
 
Importantly, in addition to such coarse-grained issues of  regulation, the call to “democratize AI” may 
refer to fine-grained, concrete decisions about the development and deployment of  AI, such as: 
Should this particular AI that aims to predict criminality from voice data be developed into a proto-
type? What data should its model be trained on? Should a model to predict recidivism be trained only 
on data about violent crimes or all crimes? Finally, with whom should a specific company do business? 
Should it offer AI cloud services to military or intelligence agencies?—these questions are examples 
fine-grained issues of  what should be democratized.  
 
Of  course, not all the above proposals contend that fine-grained issues of  AI should be democratized. 
Most of  the proposals do not specify their governance domain clearly. But the proposals use such 
fine-grained issues as examples. Generally, the proposals above often respond to concrete cases of  
injustice that arise from fine-grained issues in the design, development and deployment of  AI in a 
broad range of  public and private contexts. 

3. Five reasons against democratizing AI 
Although I argue against democratizing AI, with those who call for this democratization, I largely 
agree on the problem: AI governance has a democracy gap. The ideal of  democracy—as a system of  
social governance that gives everyone a fair and equal opportunity of  influence—is far from realized 
today. In fact, this problem may be larger than AI governance. The broader system of  scientific inquiry 
may have a democracy gap (Kitcher 2011).8 The call to democratize AI rides on similar diagnoses and 
arguments as the call to democratize science. Similarly, in AI research as in scientific research, the 
democracy gap is deepened by the increasing privatization of  scientific inquiry (Kitcher 2011, 126; 
Jurowetzki et al. 2021).9  
 
But although we might agree on the problem, we disagree about the solution. More democracy does 
not mean more participation. Some of  those who advocate to democratize science or technology, 
recognize that increasing participation is problematic. Kitcher  (2011, 113), who advocates for a de-
mocratization of  science, is opposed to increasing participation because of  a tension between partic-
ipation and expert judgment. Similarly Sclove (1995, 211), who advocates for a democratization of  
technology, concedes that “experts must continue to play a role” even though “lay members may be 
marginalized or intimidated” as a result. This tension between participation and expertise is one to 
which we, the community of  researchers in AI and society, perhaps still need to wake up to.10  

 
8 Kitcher writes (2011, 127): “Current scientific research neglects the interests of  a vast number of  people, except insofar 
as their interests coincide with those of  people in the affluent world.”  
9 Kitcher also writes (2011, 126): “Privatization of  scientific research will probably matters worse.” Given that much re-
search on AI is privatized and proprietary, the problems that animate Kitcher are amplified in the case of  AI. 
10 Admittedly, some of  the relevant experts in cases of  AI injustice are those who suffer the injustice. It is their expertise 
that must find its way into our deliberation and collective decision-making. But I disagree that broadening and deepening 
participation is the right way of  doing so. 
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Making the governance of  AI more democratic is hard. It requires, on a theoretical level, to harmonize 
apparently discordant values (freedom and equality), and on a practical level, to balance countervailing 
design aspirations (deliberation and participation)—all while considering complex empirical realities.11 
The current proposals over-emphasize the aspirations and benefits of  broad and deep participation. 
The proposals operate with a picture of  democracy in which participation looms large. Participation, 
that is, that involves “everyone”, that includes participants directly, as opposed to via representatives, 
and that endows participants with decision-making powers.  
 
This picture of  democracy as participation—as “rule by the people”—leads to problems. I describe 
five objections against the call to “democratize AI”, which operates with this picture. The first two 
objections aim at the claim that in order to democratize AI, novel institutions ought to be established. 
The next two objections target the claim that democratizing AI should involve direct and broad par-
ticipation. Finally, I raise a general and principled objection: Democracy—understood with this em-
phasis on participation—is just not the right kind of  answer to the kind of  problems that animate the 
call to democratize AI.  
 
3.1. Weak grounds  
Here are some generally accepted tenets in democratic theory. Democracy has both intrinsic—or per-
haps better: final—as well as instrumental value.12 Democracy uniquely aims at a certain ideal of  fair-
ness and equality and thereby leads to better decisions, or so many argue. For the purposes here, more 
important than the arguments themselves is what prompts them. Arguments for democracy respond 
to requirements of  legitimization. Arguments in favor of  democracy are offered, among other things, 
to argue that that democracy legitimizes the state. Some go even further and argue that democracy is 
necessary for legitimacy—or in a slogan: without democracy, no legitimacy. 
 
I contend that the reverse of  this slogan holds: without legitimacy, no democracy. More precisely, 
unless an institution needs to be legitimized, the grounds for democratizing this institution are much 
weaker. Triggers of  legitimization requirements are the question to which democratic governance is 
the answer. At least one trigger of  legitimization requirements needs to be in place for democratic 
governance to have a compelling case. When these triggers are absent, democracy may still have in-
strumental and final value—at least in theory (whether they are realized in practice is another matter). 
But absent the triggers of  legitimization, demands for democracy are on markedly weak ground. This 
is what the slogan “without legitimacy, no democracy” stands for.  
 

 
11 On the tension between participation and deliberation see Cohen (2009, sec. 5).  
12 The distinction intrinsic vs. instrumental value conflates a distinction about values’ location (intrinsic vs. extrinsic) with 
a distinction about their relations (final vs. instrumental). See Korsgaard (1983). 
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Democratic states pose two justificatory demands: first, the practical authority of  the state generally; 
second, democracy as the system to govern the state.13 Whereas democracy might well be justified as 
the governance system of  a state, and while it may contribute to justifying state authority, democracy 
might not be justified as a governance system beyond the state. Democracy has a home in states because 
states trigger the appropriate legitimization requirements. Democracy responds to the demands of  
legitimization that states trigger. But democracy comes with moral “costs”; it can be burdensome, 
inefficient, or lead to suboptimal outcomes. In the case of  states—because here democracy legitimizes 
a system that needs legitimization—these “costs” of  democracy are justified. By contrast, the objects 
in the domain of  claim to democratize AI do not trigger requirements for legitimization (or, at least, 
not to the same extent). 
 
Three triggers of  legitimization requirements can be distinguished: (1) subjection to coercion, (2) per-
vasive impact, and (3) involvement in a scheme of  social cooperation (Abizadeh 2007; Miller 2009).  
 
First, it is widely accepted that coercion requires legitimization. This is because coercion abridges 
natural liberties or restricts individual autonomy (esp. autonomy as sovereignty). Insofar as an institu-
tion subjects individuals with the threat of  coercion, this institution needs legitimization.  
 
Second, it is likewise widely accepted that perversive impact triggers a legitimization requirement. This 
requirement for legitimization again arises out of  a concern of  autonomy (here rather autonomy as 
non-alienation).14 Insofar as individuals have a right to shape how their life goes and insofar as cir-
cumstances should comport with their desires or interests, a system that pervasively impacts individ-
uals requires legitimization.  
 
Finally, involvement in a cooperative system might require legitimization. A scheme of  social cooper-
ation is a form of  social coordination that “is guided by publicly recognized rules and procedures 
which those cooperating accept as appropriate to regulate their conduct” (Rawls 2001, sec. 2.2). A 
system of  social cooperation requires legitimization because it constitutes a form of  collective auton-
omy, or collective agency, of  which an individual is part. Legitimization here concerns the rules that 
govern the system and whether they give appropriate expression to some kind of  collective interest. 
 
These triggers of  legitimization requirements can be found in the state, within the state, and beyond 
the state. A state itself  is by definition coercive, its actions typically have pervasive impacts on many, 
and a state may often be co-extensive with a system of  cooperation (or, absent cooperation on appro-
priate terms, with a system of  oppression). Within the state, triggers of  legitimization can be found in 

 
13 Questions about the legitimacy of  the state: Why should you respect what the state asks you to do? Why can some 
demands of  the state be enforced, even coercively? Questions about justifying democracy: Why should you value, and per-
haps choose, democracy over alternative systems?  
14 The distinction between autonomy as sovereignty and autonomy as non-alienation in these terms is due to Enoch 
(Enoch 2017; 2020). 
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the workplace (Anderson 2017).15 Finally, triggers of  legitimization can also be found beyond the state 
in inter- or supra-governmental institutions, which animates theories of  cosmopolitanism and inves-
tigations into “democracy’s domain”. 
 
At the same time, democratic governance is costly in several ways. First, democracy is resource inten-
sive (more below). Democratic participation, deliberation and association require time, cognitive and 
financial means. Even if  democracy might produce good outcomes, it may do so in a rather inefficient 
way. Second, democracy may lead to outcomes that are sub-optimal. In part because democracy is 
resource intensive, the decisions that are made democratically might reflect incompetence, ignorance, 
psychological biases, or even malice and spite. Such concerns have nurtured the long tradition of  elitist 
arguments against democracy (Plato 2008; Brennan 2016). Finally, democracy might conflict with 
equality or individual liberties. As such, not only might the outcomes of  democracy be flawed, but its 
promise of  freedom and equality might be hollow.  
 
Because of  these costs, democracy needs to be justified. Because democracy can legitimize systems 
that trigger requirements of  legitimization, democracy is often justified by its legitimizing properties. 
But if  the call to democratize AI does not concern such systems that trigger legitimization require-
ments, then there are insufficient grounds to justify democracy.16 
 
The objects in the domain of  the democratization of  AI—the what that should be democratized—do 
not sufficiently trigger distinct legitimization requirements.  
 
First, AI is deployed in systems that are already coercive. AI may increase the effectiveness of  coercion, 
for example because “law enforcement” by the state and compliance at the workplace can increasingly 
be automated. But I have yet to think of  an example of  a hitherto uncoercive system that becomes 
coercive because of  the use of  AI.  The development and deployment of  AI as such do not trigger 
novel or distinct demands for legitimization.  
 
Second, AI by itself  does not have pervasive impacts.17 For example, when AI augments decisions 
about pre-trail detention, deportation, hiring, or scarce resource allocation, it is not the use of  AI that 
has pervasive impacts, but the pervasive impacts originate from the fact that there are social systems 
that detain, deport, hire, or allocate scarce resources. These systems would have similarly pervasive 
impacts absent the use of  AI. AI may scale the impact of  the criminal justice system, the immigration 
system, or of  hospitals and health care. AI may amplify the impact of  these systems, or it may modu-
late their impact. But AI does not have a pervasive impact on lives in any way other than technological 
progress has always impacted lives. 

 
15 Many associations are governed democratically. Labor unions, recreational clubs, or church parish administrations are 
examples. In addition to exhibiting triggers of  legitimatization requirements, these associations can also be seen as essential 
parts of  a democratic society. In other words, they might be part of  a state democracy and part of  meeting legitimization 
requirements that are triggered by the state. 
16 This assumes, of  course, that there are feasible alternatives that have fewer of  the costs outlined above. 
17 I here argue against the second assumption of  Sclove’s argument presented earlier. 
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Third, AI does not extend or create involvement in cooperative systems. AI, on the way it is under-
stood here, are tools and techniques that can be deployed in various ways where prediction, categori-
zation, or analysis are needed. As such, AI is embedded in existing systems of  social coordination, but 
it does not constitute a system of  social coordination. Since every system of  cooperation is a system 
of  social coordination, AI does not extend or create involvement in systems of  cooperation. AI may 
facilitate trade and expand the reach of  global markets. It may lead to monopolies and increase the 
size of  corporations (cf. Goldfarb and Tucker 2019). In these ways, AI raises issues of  political justice 
that ought to be addressed. But AI does not raise sufficient, novel, and distinct triggers of  require-
ments of  legitimization because it does not extend or create a cooperative system. 
 
In sum, insofar as democratization without legitimization is on weak grounds, and insofar as there is 
no need for legitimization because of  AI, the case for the democratization of  AI on these grounds is 
weak. I have argued that democracy needs to be justified. Because democracy is costly, it generally 
cannot be justified on strong grounds unless democracy responds to requirements of  legitimization. 
But AI has none of  three possible triggers of  legitimization requirements. Therefore, one positive 
case in favor of  democratizing AI falters. Moreover, in light of  its costs, democracy may not be justi-
fied when there is no novel and distinct legitimizing work to be done.  
 
3.2. Redundancy  
The democratization of  AI should be constrained. To the extent that the demand to democratize AI 
entails the claim that novel institutions should be established, there is a problem of  redundancy. This 
leads to a constraint: The efforts to democratize AI via novel institutions should not be extended to 
places that are already governed, albeit imperfectly, by (statist) democratic institutions. 
 
This argument appeals to what can be called the “no overlap” principle: In domains where the state 
governs legitimately through democratic institutions, no other institution ought to compete over prac-
tical authority. Because there exists already a basic structure that is governed by statist institutions, this 
raises the question of  what there is left to democratize. AI is used widely in existing policy domains 
such as criminal justice, social policy, health policy, or education policy. Moreover, existing regulatory 
regimes such equal opportunity legislation, consumer protection, or investment protection and market 
oversight already cover most domains in which AI is used. Thus few, if  any, regulatory domains are 
left in which to democratize AI. 
 
This redundancy argument may limit the demand to democratize AI to the fine-grained decision do-
main. A proponent of  the claim that AI should be democratized might accept the no overlap principle 
and that no novel institutions are needed insofar as many areas of  AI applications are already subject 
to regulation and legislation. But the proponent might argue that the claim to democratize AI targets 
individual decisions that organizations make and that these decisions are, so far, not determined by 
regulation or legislation.  
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Democratizing AI in the fine-grained domain of  decisions would change who makes decisions. 
Whereas regulation leaves agency over decisions unaffected, democratization in this fine-grained do-
main would change not only how decisions are made but by whom. Regulation may constrain and 
create options, yet regulation does not change matters of  basic agency. The market for medical equip-
ment is highly regulated. Decisions to develop, sell, and buy medical equipment are governed by the 
respective regulations. Still, the decisions to develop, sell, and buy medical equipment are made by 
individual organizations and not by regulators. Democratizing these decisions would mean changing 
corporate governance.  
 
But this raises problems of  its own. There may be strong reasons for why a state rarely dictates indi-
vidual decisions within the policy areas it regulates. Those who make decisions about AI development 
and deployment may have a right to make these decisions (some liberty- or autonomy-based argu-
ment). Or those who make these decisions are more likely than others to make good decisions (per-
haps because they have the relevant information or more effective incentives). In short, there might 
be good reasons for not democratizing the decision domain. Thus, answering the question of  how 
plausible the demand to democratize AI is when it comes to the fine-grained domain of  concrete 
decisions, needs to be left for a separate more context-specific investigation. Perhaps, in some con-
texts, reasons for democratization outweigh reasons that speak against it—perhaps not. 
 
At any rate, it should be granted that especially corporate governance in the US has a democratic 
deficit. There might, that is, be decisive reasons for changing how and by whom decisions are made. 
Workers at Google and Facebook should have a say in more workplace-related matters including what 
products they develop and how and to whom they are marketed. Such a workplace democratization 
seems overdue, even if  the grounds for democratization may have little to do with AI as such. The 
argument from redundancy, if  plausible, thus at least constrains the claim to democratize AI to this 
decision domain.  
 
3.3. Resource intensity 
A traditional challenge for democracy is that practicing democracy is hard. It is somewhat of  a puzzle 
why democracy “works” when it does. Democracy requires various resources. In result, democracy—
as it is demanded by the call to democratize AI—can be infeasible, inefficient, or inequitable. But 
those who call to democratize AI rarely acknowledge this as problematic. This is unfortunate, to say 
the least, because the problems of  resource intensity are severe. 
 
First, democracy—especially direct participation—requires cognitive resources, financial resources, 
and time. This resource intensity is particularly acute for participation, especially when participation is 
intended to be broad and deep, that is, when at least a large group of  individuals is to be directly 
involved in decision making. Democratizing AI hence might be inefficient or practically infeasible. To 
the extent that this feasibility problem for democracy is caused by the elements of  direct democracy, 
it is this part of  the demand to democratize AI that ought to be given up. However, this may negatively 
affect the desirability of  the demand: Some of  the value-grounding features of  democracy may depend 
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on direct democratic participation. If  one aim of  democratizing AI is to “restore collective subjectivity 
and agency” (McQuillan 2018, 6), then it is unclear whether this aim can still be met by a model of  
representative instead of  direct democracy. 
 
Second, in addition to cognitive, financial, and time resources, participation requires social resources. 
Those who are expected to participate in democracy face a collective action problem. They need to 
organize and articulate their interests collectively.  
 
To make matters worse, the resource intensity problem here is asymmetric. Industry players—capi-
tal—have more resources than individuals. By contrast, the most marginalized people in a society are 
likely also those who have the fewest resources to participate. They lack the time, the money, the 
relevant social capital, or simply the freedom to associate and organize effectively. They are thus least 
likely to organize successfully (Gilens and Page 2014; Shughart and Thomas 2019). This taints the 
democratic process. The (social) resource intensity results in “a tendency within the political system 
as a whole to generate the exploitation of  the unorganized by the organized.” (Heath 2020, 74). The 
call to democratize AI may therefore have the opposite of  its intended effect. A democratization of  AI that focusses 
on participation may compound the problem it was trying to solve.  
 
Then there is a problem of  who shows up. Democratic participation has a well-known representation 
problem (Irvin and Stansbury 2004, 59). Those “who show up to participate are those whose time has 
a very low opportunity cost (e.g., retirees), or else those with a significant economic stake in the deci-
sion (e.g., industry spokespeople).” (Heath 2020, 74). It has been known for a long time that “[l]ow-
income and minority citizens in particular tend to be inadequately represented and unable to afford 
what is required to make a significant contribution.” (Checkoway 1981, 569; see also Gilens and Page 
2014; Weaver and Prowse 2020) 
 
The problem of  who shows up is, again, rooted in participation’s resource intensity. The depth of  this 
problem becomes clear when the variegated practical problems of  participation are considered. For 
starters, participation requires collective cultural resources. Just to make “participation” sound re-
motely attractive, a general tendency of  complacency and cynicism needs to be overcome (Irvin and 
Stansbury 2004, 58). Next, those who would indeed like to participate need to have informational 
resources, or pay search costs. Opportunities to participate—especially in “conventional participation” 
such as public hearings—are often announced in obscure places. This is a problem of  pre-participa-
tion procedures. Next, participants need time. Participation typically happens in the middle of  the 
workday. Even if  participants can spare the time, absent appropriate place resources, participants pay 
a psychological price. Participation usually takes place in government offices. Many participants per-
ceive these places as “foreign territory” (Checkoway 1981, 567). Even the layout of  the physical spaces 
may induce the feeling of  being out of  place (Nabatchi and Leighninger 2015, chap. 8).  
 
In sum, democracy is highly resource intensive. Individuals need to organize—indeed, organize better 
than capital interests—they need to find the information, the time, the confidence, and the material 
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resources to participate effectively. And all this presupposes that they are interested in participating 
and will be disposed in a way that averts myopic or partisan discussions (see section 3.4).  
 
When we move from the practical to the theoretical level, there is a conceptual problem. Because of  
its resource intensity, democracy has an internal tension between participation and deliberation (J. 
Cohen 2009). An increase in participation usually leads to a decrease in (the quality of) deliberation. A 
broad polity can participate directly by voting, but “giving a voice” to each individual and incorporating 
each individual contribution into deliberations is technically hard, inefficient, and likely practically in-
feasible. To the extent that the quality of  deliberations grounds some of  the value of  democracy, there 
is a dilemma between deliberation and the value of  deep and universal participation. For the demand 
to democratize AI, this cautions against its emphasis on participation. 
 
There are, in sum, two ways in which democracy is resource intensive and in which this is problematic. 
First, democracy is simply expensive in terms of  material, cognitive, cultural, informational, and social 
resources. Second, this leads to a conceptual conflict between participation and deliberation. At least 
the practical problems of  resource intensity can be overcome at least some of  the time (Nabatchi and 
Leighninger 2015). A more deliberative democracy is possible and has much to recommend it (Curato 
et al. 2017; Dryzek et al. 2019). But insofar as “democratizing AI” involves broadening and deepening 
participation, these practical and conceptual problems speak against democratizing AI. 
 
3.4. Popular oversights 
A further problem for democracy—especially when a high emphasis is placed on its participatory 
components—is that democracies extend serious moral concern only to present citizens. When par-
ticipation is broadened and deepened, this increases the risk of  popular oversights—errors in collec-
tive perception, reasoning, and agency—, which leads to harm, wrongdoing, or morally bad outcomes. 
My point here has psychological roots and a moral upshot. 
 
Human reasoning is bedeviled by a myriad of  biases and flaws of  rationality (Heap et al. 1992, chap. 
3).  For starters, humans are well-known to make inconsistent or otherwise irrational decisions under 
risk, in particular when the probability of  an event’s occurrence is small, even if  the magnitude of  the 
effect is great (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Kahneman 2011, pt. 2). Additionally, human reasoning 
is bias-prone when things are political. Our reasoning is motivated: We see the world through a parti-
san lens (L. M. Bartels 2002; Westen 2008). We make choices based on group affiliation not on policies’ 
content (G. L. Cohen 2003; Ditto, Pizarro, and Tannenbaum 2009; Lodge and Taber 2013). The prob-
lem is not close-mindedness but that we use our cognitive capacities to affirm our loyalty to affinity 
groups (Kahan 2012). Such motivated reasoning may increase polarization (Lord, Ross, and Lepper 
1979; Stanley et al. 2020). Add to this the fact that voters have often not even a command of  simplest 
relevant facts (Brennan 2016, 24–27), and that, when deliberation the occurs in enclaves—think of  
echo chambers and filter bubbles—,the resulting collective attitudes move even further to the ex-
tremes (Cass R. Sunstein 2002). These different phenomena are summarized in various popular books 
(Haidt 2012; Kahneman 2011; Lakoff  2008; Lenz 2013; Cass R. Sunstein 2006). 
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This is the psychological side of  the story. It is important to emphasize that there is hope in this dark 
picture. Structured and careful deliberation can help overcome many of  these problems (Dryzek et al. 
2019). But this deliberative aspect is precisely one that the call to democratize AI does not emphasize. 
The call to democratize AI emphasizes instead participation. Given the tension between participation 
and deliberation (see section 3.3), the call to democratize AI risks to weaken deliberation and its po-
tentially salutary effects in favor of  the psychological perils of  participation. 
 
This psychological story may connect to a moral oversight: Democracies fail in their moral obligations. 
Democracies—and we as citizens of  democracies—do far from enough to help the poor (Hulme 
2016). We are a moral failure (Singer 1972; Unger 1996, chaps. 1–6; Shue 1980; O’Neill 2016, chap. 2; 
Gabriel 2018). We are, perhaps, even responsible—causally or morally—for poverty and injustice 
(Pogge 2005; 2008; Ronzoni 2009). This suspected moral failure is the animating contention for the 
field of  global justice (entry points to this literature: Brock 2021; Blake 2008; Brooks 2020). Consid-
ering climate change, democracies not only fail to extend moral concern to those who are geograph-
ically distant but also to future generations, who are distant in time (Broome 2012; Moellendorf  2015; 
Shue 2020, chap. 8).  
 
This popular oversight materializes not only in problems of  global justice, climate change, or domestic 
inequality, but also in wars. Some argue that there is a distinct form of  “democratic torture”. That is, 
democracies get away with torture by inflicting it, more or less explicitly, only on non-citizens and 
doing so in a way that leaves few if  any traces of  injuries. Whereas “[i]n ancient republics, torture […] 
was inflicted exclusively against slaves, foreigners, and ‘barbarians’”, “[t]he victims of  torture in de-
mocracies today are not spoken of  as slaves, but as ‘street children, vagrants, loiterers, and illegal 
immigrants . . . [who] fall into a class of  quasi- citizens that is perceived as vicious.’” (Rejali 2009; cited 
in Bell 2016, 46–47).  
 
Of  course, democracy might not be worse in its moral oversights and flaws than non-democratic 
systems. But the label “democracy” can be an ideological trojan horse. It allows to smuggle in self-
interest in the name of  a good thing—democracy, participation, the power of  the people. Participation 
may bestow a falsely understood virtue of  respectability onto (morally) problematic decisions (Irvin 
and Stansbury 2004, 59–60).  
 
These various shortcomings—from biases and irrationality to lack of  moral concern for distant oth-
ers—illustrate that democracy may suffer from popular oversights. On the assumption that such over-
sights generally occur in all democratic practices that emphasize participation, we arrive at a further 
reason against democratizing AI: democratizing AI may cause or sustain moral problems.  
 
3.5. Theoretical and practical inefficacy  
A final reason against the call to democratize AI is not that there is something wrong with it, but that 
the call to democratize AI fails to speak to the concerns that animate it. The call to democratize AI is 
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incongruent to, and ineffective for addressing, the problems that motivate it. The call to democratize 
AI is typically made in response to AI-related injustice and oppression. Recall how Zimmerman et al. 
(2020) motivated their demand to democratize AI from problems of  “algorithmic injustice”. For ex-
ample, the problem that AI leads to wrongful discrimination in hiring decisions, the problem that AI 
entrenches harmful stereotypes or unfair practices, or the problem that powerful AI tools are used to 
enforce inhumane policies, are often what motivates the call to democratize AI.  
 
But democracy is generally not normatively well-equipped to afford a proper response to problems 
of  injustice and oppression. It is far from clear, for example, that democracy—as an idea—has the 
normative resources to condemn and address problems of  structural injustice.18 We should not expect 
democracy to solve problems that it is not meant to solve. What is needed is not a theory of  democracy 
but, more substantively, a theory of  justice that targets “the institutional conditions necessary for the 
development and exercise of  individual capacities and collective communication and cooperation.” 
(Young 1990, 39). Democracy is not necessarily such a theory of  justice. This is the theoretical prob-
lem. On a practical level, not a call for more democracy but direct action might be the better theory 
of  change. In this spirit, Crawford writes (2021, 223): “To suggest that we democratize AI to reduce 
asymmetries of  power is a little like arguing for democratizing weapons manufacturing in the service 
of  peace. As Audre Lorde reminds us, the master’s tools will never dismantle the master’s house.” 
 
Democracy is normatively thin. That is, the theory itself  contains only relatively few or relatively un-
demanding normative claims. This is true in particular for minimalist and aggregative conceptions of  
democracy. Minimalist conceptions see democracy as consisting in competitive elections and, perhaps, 
the rule of  elected elites. Aggregative conceptions see democracy, roughly, as a process of  fair aggre-
gation. Democracy pools information and attitudes and then yields collective decisions. As a propo-
nent of  this conception, Dahl (1989, chap. 8) characterizes the ideal of  democracy as meeting criteria 
of  inclusiveness, enlightened understanding, agenda control and effective participation. There is little 
to nothing in minimalist or aggregative conceptions of  democracy to address oppression and injustice. 
 
Both the minimalist and aggregative conceptions of  democracy are largely procedural.19 They incor-
porate only a merely formal and not a substantive and material demand of  equality. In result, mini-
malist and aggregative conceptions are positively agnostic about moral views concerning, for example, 
obligations to non-citizens, the justifications of  military interventions, the permissibility of  affirmative 
action, or the adequate rectification of  historic injustices. Moreover, minimalist and aggregative con-
ceptions of  democracy might stand in the way of  justice. These conceptions might hold dearly the 
idea of  formal equality of  opportunity, that is, the demand that everyone has the same opportunities, 
enjoys the same rights, and is treated the same. This formal equality contrasts with material equality, 
which recognizes that structural causes subtly undermine equality of  opportunities. Even if  everyone 

 
18 Structural injustice are systematic violations of  particularly important moral claims or liberties, the maintenance of  
which is explained by non-individual entities such as cultures, norms, or practices. 
19 Although some argue that the distinction between procedure and substance collapses (J. Cohen 1993; 1997). Thus, there 
might be no such thing as a purely proceduralist conception of  democracy. 
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has the same formal rights, these rights have not the same value to everyone (cf. Rawls 1971, sec. 36). 
Material equality aims to equalize the value of  rights. It permits, or even demands, to violate formal 
equality of  opportunity, for example, by giving individuals advantages to make up for structural dis-
advantages. Currently, this conflict between formal and material equality goes also by the name of  a 
conflict between “equality” and “equity”. Insofar as minimalist and aggregative conceptions of  de-
mocracy are only committed to formal but not to material equality, they have little, if  anything, to 
offer in response to precisely the problems that motivate the claim to democratize AI.  
 
Being so normatively thin is a feature and not a bug of  democracy. Democracy is intended to be part 
of  what Rawls calls an “overlapping consensus” (Rawls 1993). Individuals who disagree profoundly 
about value and morality still have reason to recognize a broadly democratic system as common 
ground. The fact that democracy is normatively thin is, in a way, what makes this overlapping consen-
sus possible. Democracy—as a theoretical idea—should not be loaded with thicker values of  material 
equality or equity. Insofar as one can reasonably reject these values of  material equality or equity, not 
everyone would then have reasons to accept democracy as part of  the overlapping consensus. This 
takes away legitimacy of  the system and makes it unstable.20 The current literature on ethics and tech-
nology does not seem to take sufficiently seriously the fact of  (reasonable) pluralism, that is, that 
societies can be highly pluralistic for (good reasons) (Himmelreich 2020). 
 
One might say: Even if  democracy—as a theoretical idea—does not incorporate thick values, perhaps 
a democratization of  AI unleashes, emboldens, or channels the popular powers in the right way. There 
might be a contingent case that, as a matter of  mere actual (as opposed to necessary) fact, the democ-
ratization of  AI—even on the minimalist or aggregative conceptions of  democracy—will solve prob-
lems of  bias, unfairness, wrongful discrimination, and historic injustice.  
 
But even if  democracy were the vehicle that takes us towards justice in AI, it is at least questionable 
whether this vehicle can take us all the way and whether it is the best means of  getting there. Instead 
of  defending the procedures and values of  democracy, it would be better to make the case against 
injustice and oppression in the fora of  public reason: that it is wrong to be complicit in drone strikes 
by supplying AI tools to the Pentagon, that it is wrong that black women have a greater chance of  not 
being recognized in pictures, and that it is wrong to not give preference to minority applicants in hiring 
decisions. The existing democratic structures, domestically and globally—through institutions such as 
the WTO or the OECD—provide avenues to articulate such moral demands. This would be a call for 
justice, however, and not a call for more democracy or more participation. Calls to democratize AI 
seem to confuse the two. 
 
Democracy need not be normatively thin. The deliberative conception of  democracy opposes both 
the minimalist as well as the aggregative conception of  democracy in this respect. The deliberative 
conception emphasizes fairness, that is, that a democracy should offer not just formally but materially 
equal opportunities of  participation. Moreover, as the name suggests, the deliberative conception 

 
20 The question, of  course, is whether a rejection of  material equality is reasonable. 
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emphasizes the importance of  public reasoning (J. Cohen 1989), that is, that collective decisions are, or 
could, be justified to everyone.21 Proper public reasoning requires a democratic society that honors 
not just rights to free speech but free expression,22 that elevates marginalized voices, that sees to it that 
material needs are satisfied, and that offers, in short, material equality of  opportunity. As such, a de-
liberative conception of  democracy may have the resources to address at least some of  the problems 
that motivate the claim to democratize AI. 
 
Yet, even deliberative conceptions of  democracy might be insufficiently thick. Although perhaps not 
positively agnostic, deliberative conceptions are still rather ambiguous about obligations to non-citi-
zens, the justifications of  military interventions, the permissibility of  affirmative action, or the ade-
quate rectification of  historic injustices. Famously, it is rather unclear to what extent Rawls’ theory of  
justice and political liberalism is consistent with affirmative action (C. W. Mills 2013; 2015; 2018; Shelby 
2003; Taylor 2009). Thus, even on a deliberative conception of  democracy, the call to democratize AI 
might still be incongruent to the problems that motivate it.  
 
And finally—it is worth mentioning again—the call to democratize AI emphasizes participation over 
deliberation. Those who call to democratize AI, put front and center that more people should be more 
involved in more decisions about AI governance. Even if  deliberative democracy were sufficiently 
normatively thick, those who call for AI to be democratized show too little concern that their emphasis 
on participation is in tension—theoretically and practically—with deliberation. 

4. Conclusion 
One upshot of  this paper is that the substance behind the call to “democratize AI” is somewhat under-
developed. It is often not fully clear what it would mean to “democratize AI” and what arguments 
speak in favor of  doing so. The objections described in this paper highlight that three questions should 
be asked. 
 
The first question is: the democratization of  what? This question is driven by the redundancy concern. 
Proposals to democratize AI should be clear how novel democratic institutions mesh with existing 
ones. A next question to ask is: Why should AI be democratized? This question is driven by the argu-
ment of  insufficient grounds and the argument of  insufficient substantive import. This why question 
matters because the democratization of  AI should be congruent with the reasons that motivate it. Are 
there unmet requirements of  legitimacy? Is the call to democratize AI motivated by concerns about 
oppression and structural injustice? There is a risk that the call to democratize AI is motivated by a 
concern for justice—for which, as I suggested, there is only limited room within the idea of  democ-
racy. The call to democratize AI may thus get things the wrong way around: It is not the call for 
democracy that sets us on a path to justice, instead it might be the call for justice that will set us on a 

 
21 Some deliberative democrats want public reasons. That is, they demand that this justification should be based on reasons 
that everyone can accept. Roughly, the same justification should be offered to everyone. By contrast, others argue that 
each individual can be offered a different justification as long as each can be offered some reasons. Roughly, they contend 
that different reasons can be offered to different people. 
22 Free expression is the broader category, it includes, for example, artistic expression. 
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path of  democracy. Finally, one should ask: How should AI be democratized? Even if  there is no 
positive general answer to this question—answers should differ from one context to another—there 
is a general negative one: In most context, direct democracy is not the model to emulate. Concerns 
about popular oversights and resource intensity militate against doing so.  
 
The call to democratize AI emphasizes participation: More people should be more involved in more 
decisions about the governance of  AI. Another upshot of  this paper is that such an emphasis on 
participation is problematic. 
 
In addition to the problems of  resource intensity and popular oversights, the idea of  democracy as 
participation and majority rule is ideologically exploited from different sides. Authoritarians co-opt it 
(see introduction); but so do powerful domestic interests. Participation might be merely a chimera that 
masks a consolidation and centralization of  power—capital power or bureaucratic power. After all, it 
is a puzzle—if  there is so much value in participation—why there is so little of  it. Since the problems 
of  formalized participation are so well-known, demanding more participation would only help to 
“contain citizen demands, … to channel citizens in ways acceptable to officials” (Checkoway 1981, 
574). 
 
But “democracy” means more than participation, voting, and majority rule. The main upshot of  this 
paper is hence the need to clarify what is meant by “democracy”. The call to “democratize AI” neglects 
other elements of  democracy, such as deliberation, equality, or fairness. Democracy is a system of  
social governance that gives everyone a fair and equal opportunity of  influence. What does it mean 
for everyone to have “a fair and equal opportunity to influence”? This question cannot have an easy 
answer. But a clear answer is needed to correctly diagnose how AI falls democratically short (cf. 
Himmelreich 2022). This paper gives you a partial answer: Whatever the ideal of  democracy might be, 
participation plays a relatively small part in it.  
 
In addition to emphasizing participation, it is also noteworthy that the proposals to democratize AI 
often seem to concentrate on what seems to be a legislative angle. But one important—and too often 
overlooked—arena of  the democratic process is public administration. Bureaucracy is powerful. Bu-
reaucrats can not only lead the charge for reform proposals and draft legislative acts, they have discre-
tion in preparing international agreements and cooperation between domestic institutions. Bureaucrats 
make regulation. Bureaucrats evaluate AI technology, such as the performance of  facial demographic 
classification. What makes the workings of  bureaucracy more democratic? What should public admin-
istration do about AI technologies? How can the state support society in public reasoning about AI? 
How else—if  participation is not the right way—can the democratic values of  fairness and equality 
find their way into bureaucratic decision making? 
 
To democratize AI, we should think about democratizing the administrative state without having to 
rely on broad and direct participation (e.g. Tutt 2017). Here the task may include, not to create new 
institutions, but to improve existing ones. Some opportunities for participation already exist. Think, 
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for example, of  citizen review boards of  local police departments. These are likely lacking. In the case 
of  police oversight, the problems include the power of  police unions, the vast legal protections of  
police officers (the qualified immunity doctrine in US law), the strategic alignment between police 
departments and prosecutors, the cultural valorization of  police forces and the resulting epistemic 
injustice—that is, differences in whose testimony counts—between police officers and victims of  po-
lice misconduct. None of  these are problems of  participation, but each of  them is a problem of  
democracy. Each of  these problems is a lack of  democracy. What this lack exactly consists in, however, 
is not easy to identify—a lack of  accountability, of  rule of  law, of  the value civil liberties? The practi-
cal-political task of  rectifying this lack is even harder still.  
 
The main upshot of  this paper is hence a call for a certain reorientation: The issue is perhaps not so 
much whether AI should be democratized but how. The call to “democratize AI” should not emphasize 
only participation. What a democratic governance of  AI would even look like—both on a theoretical 
level of  values and on an organizational level of  institutions and processes—and how the shortcom-
ings of  existing democratic institutions can be overcome are the question to ask. 
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